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Jan tax revenue shortfall widens

Tax revenue collection shortfall became even bigger in January last and stood at around Tk 333.03 billion until 

January of the current fiscal year (FY), 2018-19. A notable gap in VAT and customs duty mobilisation is largely 

responsible for the rise in tax revenue shortfall.The National Board of Revenue (NBR) collected revenue worth 

about Tk 1.17 trillion in July-January period of the FY against its target of Tk 1.51 trillion for the period.Until 

December, the revenue shortfall was Tk 280 billion that worsened in January. Meanwhile, tax revenue collection 

grew by 7.09 per cent in July-January period of FY 19 compared to that of the corresponding period last year, 

according to an unofficial provisional data of NBR, obtained by the FE.Experts and economists opined that there 

would be a significant shortfall in aggregate revenue collection in the current FY following the sluggish growth.
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https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade/jan-tax-revenue-shortfall-widens-1552447860

ADP spending stands at 39pc in 8 months

The progress in implementation of annual development programme still has remained slow though the 

implementation rate slightly increased in July-February of the current fiscal year (2018-2019) compared with 

that in the same period of last fiscal year (2017-2018).According to the data of Implementation Monitoring and 

Evaluation Division of the planning ministry, 57 ministries and divisions responsible for ADP implementation 

spent only 39.13 per cent or Tk 70,772 crore in the eight months of this fiscal year, up 1.12 percentage points or 

Tk 8,400 crore on that of the same period of last fiscal year.The government has adopted an ADP worth Tk 

1,80,869 crore for FY19.In July-February of FY18, the agencies implemented 38.01 per cent or Tk 62,372 crore of 

ADP worth Tk 1,64,085 crore.The government will have to spend Tk 1,10,097 crore or 60.87 per cent in the 

remaining four months of this fiscal year to achieve a full implementation.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/67204/adp-spending-stands-at-39pc-in-8-months
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https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade/titas-proposes-household-gas-tariff-hike-by-

80pc-1552402523

ডাচ-বাাংলা ব্াাংকের লভ্াাংশ ঘ াষনা

প ুঁজিবািারে তাজিকাভ ক্ত ডাচ-বাাংিা ব্াাংক জিজিরেরডে পজেচািনা পর্ষদ শেয়াের াল্ডােরদে িন্ ১৫০ েতাাংে িভ্াাংে শ ার্না করেরে। এে প রোোই শবানাস। ৩১ 

জডরসম্বে,১৮ সিাপ্ত জ সাব বেরেে িন্ এ িভ্াাংে শ ার্না করেরে পর্ষদ।তথ্্িরত, আরিাচ্ সিরয় শকাম্পাজনে শেয়াে প্রজত আয় (ইজপএস)  রয়রে ২১ োকা ১ 

পয়সা। আরেে বেে একই সিরয় তা জেি ১২  োকা ২৮ পয়সা।৩১ জডরসম্বে, ১৮ সিাপ্ত জ সাব বেরে শকাম্পাজনে শেয়াে প্রজত সম্পদ িূি্ (এনএজভ) দাুঁ জিরয়রে ১১৫ 

োকা ৪৩ পয়সা। শকাম্পাজনে িভ্াাংে সাংক্রান্ত শেকডষ  শডে জনর্ষােন কো  রয়রে আোিী ৭ এজপ্রি। শকাম্পাজনে বাজর্ষক সার্ােন সভা আোিী ২৯ এজপ্রি োির্ানীে 

প্ান প্াজসজিক শসানােোুঁ ও শ ারেরি সকাি ১০ োয় অন জিত  রব।

https://bit.ly/2Fbf1Lr
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DCCI urges Belgian investors to invest in Bangladesh

'Total trade between Bangladesh and Belgium in FY2017-18 was over $821.04 million' President of Dhaka 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry (DCCI) Osama Taseer on Tuesday called upon the investors of Belgium to 

invest more in Bangladesh.He said this while meeting Belgian Ambassador to Bangladesh Francois Delhaye at the 

DCCI conference room in Dhaka, according to a press release.Osama Taseer said that in FY2017-18, Bangladesh's 

exports to Belgium were worth $629.89 million and imports from Belgium to Bangladesh stood at $191.14 

million.“Total trade between Bangladesh and Belgium in FY2017-18 was over $821.04 million,” he 

informed.Francois Delhaye said that there are potential sectors like power, energy, port, dredging, jute and jute 

goods, agriculture, agro-processing in Bangladesh where Belgian investors may invest.

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2019/03/13/dcci-urges-belgian-investors-to-

invest-in-bangladesh

Titas proposes household gas tariff hike by 80pc

Titas Gas Transmission and Distribution Company Ltd on Tuesday proposed raising gas tariffs for household users 

by 80 per cent while up to 211 per cent for consumers of different sectors including power, industry, and motor 

vehicles.As per the proposal, if it is approved by the energy regulator, the household consumers using one 

burner will have to pay Tk 1,350 per month instead of exiting rate of Tk 750 while the two-burner users will pay 

Tk 1,440 per month instead of Tk 800 and the metered household consumer has to pay Tk 16.41 per cubic metre 

(each unit) instead of Tk 9.10 per cubic metre for gas consumption, reports UNB.Placing the proposal at the 

public hearing at TCB auditorium in the city, Titas Gas Managing Director Mostafa Kamal said they have to move 

the proposal to offset the loss which it will be incurred due to distribution of imported LNG to its consumers. 
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The securities regulator has approved the initial public offering (IPO) proposal of Ring Shine Textiles which will 

raise a capital worth Tk 150 million from the capital market.The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission 

(BSEC) approved the company’s IPO proposal at a commission meeting held in Dhaka on Tuesday.BSEC Chairman 

M Khairul Hossain presided over the meeting, according to a press release. As per the BSEC approval — under 

the fixed price method — Ring Shine Textiles will offload 15 million ordinary shares at an offer price of Tk 10 

each.According to the financial statement ended on June 30, 2018, the company’s net asset value (NAV) per 

share (without revaluation) was Tk 23.17 and the weighted average earnings per share (EPS) stood at Tk 

1.86.AFC Capital Limited and CAPM Advisory Limited will jointly act as the issue manager for the IPO process.

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock/bangladesh/bsec-approves-ring-shine-textiles-

ipo-1552391391

BATBC, GP rescue stocks

The Dhaka Stock Exchange yesterday avoided a massive fall thanks to a positive movement of two heavyweight 

multinational stocks -- British American Tobacco Bangladesh Company (BATBC) and Telenor's 

Grameenphone.According to the DSE, 261 companies, which accounted for more than 75 percent of the 345 

issues traded yesterday, declined on the day. Their decline, however, could not hit hard the main index as it fell 

only 8.38 points.BATBC's shares rose 16.47 percent, or Tk 650.5, riding on the cigarette maker's announcement 

of 700 percent dividend for the year that ended on December 31, 2018. The dividend included 200 percent stock 

dividend, the first stock dividend after 26 years.Grameenphone's shares rose Tk 10.3, or 2.69 percent, to close at 

Tk 395.20.According to an index analyst, BATBC added 62.41 points alone to the DSEX and Grameenphone 22.27 

points. If the two shares remained unchanged yesterday, the index would have fallen by 93 points.
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BSEC approves Ring Shine Textiles IPO

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/batbc-gp-rescue-stocks-1714396

Offer uniform rate for internet across country

Posts, Telecommunications and Information Technology Minister Mustafa Jabbar yesterday directed the Internet 

Service Providers (ISP) to offer internet services across the country at same price.Jabbar also asked all the mobile 

network operators (MNOs) to get ready to introduce 5G mobile services in 2021.Referring to the election 

manifesto of the present Awami League government, he said same internet speed and facilities of city have to 

be ensured in village but “additional cost would not be accepted”.“We have to ensure ‘One country, one rate’ 

for internet and if require government would give subsidy, but [you] have to find out the right place for subsidy,” 

added Jabbar.He asked the nationwide telecommunication transmission company (NTTN) and internet service 

providers to abstain from blaming game and solve problems through discussion.

http://m.theindependentbd.com/post/191306
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bKash launches add money service

bKash has launched a new service enabling its customers to transfer fund instantly from Mastercard branded 

debit, credit and prepaid cards issued by banks in Bangladesh to bKash 24/7.This service is now a reality with 

Southeast Bank's Mastercard Payment Gateway Service. bKash, the largest mobile financial service provider of 

Bangladesh, Mastercard and Southeast Bank jointly organized the launching event at a city hotel on Monday, 

said a statement.bKash app users can add money to their own accounts as well as other bKash accounts. The 

same bKash cash-in limits will be applicable for this service. To make the transfer bKash users need to click add 

money options from bKash app interface. Then they need to select card to bKash options and incorporate the 

bKash number. Putting the required card details and desired amount customer will get an OTP (One Time 

Password) in their registered mobile number. By entering the OTP customer will be able to complete the 

transaction.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/bkash-launches-add-money-

service-1552408488

New jute seed ushers in hope

Scientists have developed a high yielding, fast growing jute variety that is expected to cut import dependence for 

seeds of the natural fibre, said officials.Named BJRI Tossa Pat-8, the breed was developed by Bangladesh Jute 

Research Institute (BJRI) under a genome sequencing project taken up after scientists led by Maqsudul Alam 

decoded the jute plant's complete set of genetic instructions in 2010.The new race will provide 20-24 percent 

higher yield than an Indian one, JRO-524, popular among farmers and grown extensively because of higher 

output and shorter maturation period compared to existing high-yield varieties developed by local scientists.The 

Indian variety yields 3.02 tonnes per hectare in four months.Bangladesh annually requires 6,000 tonnes of jute 

seed which is cultivated on around seven lakh hectares of land. The Indian strain is grown on around 80 percent 

of that area.
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http://www.newagebd.net/article/67212/eu-ditches-digital-tax-plan-to-work-for-global-

reform
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Meals by mail getting popular

A culture has emerged in the capital and a few other big cities in which digital citizens avail food from reputed 

restaurants and home-based businesses right at the doorsteps by simply running their fingers across an 

app.Facilitating such online food deliveries for the first time was HungryNaki, which launched in 2013.  It allows 

Dhaka's residents to search and locate nearby restaurants of their choice and takes orders on their behalf. 

Within six months Foodpanda followed suit.“We got over 400 percent growth last year and that helped to 

expand to other cities where we also expect to find a positive response,” said its senior marketing executive, 

Syed Shakil Islam.It now operates in Chattogram, Sylhet and Narayanganj, appointing over 1,500 delivery 

personnel in total. Islam says their expansion plan continues.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/meals-mail-getting-popular-1714402

Trump proposes a record $4.75 trillion budget

President Donald Trump sent Congress on Monday a record $4.75 trillion budget plan that calls for increased 

military spending and sharp cuts to domestic programmes like education and environmental protection for the 

2020 fiscal year.Trump’s budget, the largest in federal history, includes a nearly 5 per cent increase in military 

spending — which is more than the Pentagon had asked for — and an additional $8.6 billion for construction of a 

wall along the border with Mexico.It also contains what White House officials called a total of $1.9 trillion in cost 

savings from mandatory safety-net programs, like Medicaid and Medicare, the federal health care programs for 

the elderly and the poor. The budget is unlikely to have much effect on actual spending levels, which are 

controlled by Congress. Democratic leaders in both the House and the Senate pronounced the budget dead on 

arrival Sunday, and Trump’s budgets largely failed to gain traction in previous years, when fellow Republicans 

controlled both chambers.

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/world/america/trump-proposes-a-record-475-trillion-

budget-1552387127

EU ditches digital tax plan, to work for global reform

European Union governments on Tuesday scrapped a plan to introduce an EU-wide digital tax as some states 

opposed it, the Romanian presidency of the EU said.The move is likely to be welcomed by digital giants such as 

Alphabet Inc’s Google and Facebook who would have fallen under the scope of the envisaged 3 per cent 

levy.However they face similar taxes that EU states, such as France, Italy, Britain and Spain, are introducing at 

national level.Speaking in a public session of a meeting of EU finance ministers, Romania’s Eugen Teodorovici 

said there was no agreement on the tax despite months of talks, as the bloc’s Nordic countries and Ireland kept 

opposing the reform.
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.


